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Redtea Mobile stands at the forefront of eSIM/iSIM technology, serving
as a trailblazer in device connectivity services. Our comprehensive
eSIM solution ensures seamless cellular network coverage for a myriad
of Consumer and IoT devices across the globe. To date, Redtea Mobile
has empowered over 500 million devices, harnessing the power of
global 3G/4G/5G network resources that span across 200+ countries
and regions.

Simplify connectivity for a
more productive world



Embracing the mission "Simplify

connectivity for a more productive

world," Redtea Mobile, established in

2015, is committed to developing eSIM

core technology for industry use. We

simplify the intricacies of cellular

networks into a flexible, reliable,

scalable, and user-friendly connectivity

service. Our innovative product

solutions and business models cater

to diverse customers, including

mobile operators, device OEMs,

chipsets, and module manufacturers,

providing scalable IoT connectivity.

With core values of "Integrity" and

"Boldness," we navigate the challenges

of "Connectivity" and "Scalability" in

the emerging IoT era.
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Powering the Future of Connectivity

Comprehensive connectivity solutions for both
Consumer and M2M markets.
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200+
Countries and

Regions with 3G/4G
Coverage

60+
Network Operators,

OEM, Chip & Module
Partners

100
million+

Registered Users

500 
million+

Devices Covered

Our Product Portfolio:



Enables Mobile
Operators to

Onboard eSIM
Devices

Seamlessly

A Scalable IoT
Connectivity
Solution for

M2M

RedteaReady acts as the crucial link
between operators and devices,
providing a practical solution for "last-
mile" connectivity in diverse M2M
applications. It ensures network
connectivity upon powering on (plug &
play), acts as insurance for continuous
device connectivity (always-on), and
facilitates connectivity management
through an integrated aggregation of
CMP. RedteaReady caters to multiple
industry verticals, including automotive,
retail, tracking, handheld terminals,
smart metering, and more.

Redtea Mobile presents eSIM.plus, an
end-to-end eSIM solution designed
specifically for mobile operators. This
comprehensive offering includes a GSMA
SAS-SM certified Remote SIM
Provisioning Platform (RSP) (SM-DP+), an
Entitlement Server (along with
Websheet server WS) tailored for
wearables and companion devices,
carrier Apps for eSIM applications and
enablement, and the eSIM SDK catering
to M2M/IoT devices. With its seamless
digital experience, eSIM.plus, equipped
with eSIM plugins, aims to elevate the
capabilities of mobile operators. Discover
more about this integrated solution at
https://esim.plus/.
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Empower Your
Brand with Our
Exclusive Plans
for Selling and

Managing
Travel Roaming

eSIMs.

Embeds your
Smartphone
with Global

Data Service.

Introducing RedteaGO, empowering
OEMs to provide users with global
mobile data roaming services. Equipped
smartphones autonomously generate
digital local SIM cards based on the
device's location, offering convenient
data services in 200+ countries and
regions. RedteaGO seamlessly integrates
with diverse eSIM methods, supporting
built-in data services for Android and a
global data App for eSIM-capable
iPhones and Android smartphones.
Experience global internet access
through a single App at
https://www.redteago.com/.

Check out eSIM Access, a strategic
initiative by Redtea Mobile, dedicated to
delivering cutting-edge products to
enterprise resellers and roaming data
distributors. With eSIM Access, our
partners in the domain can effortlessly
provide connectivity services to their
users. Leveraging top-notch technology
from Redtea Mobile and a robust eSIM
partnership with leading Consumer
Electronic brands globally, we deliver a
comprehensive range of seamless user
experiences, ensuring coverage across
100+ countries and regions. Explore
more at https://esimaccess.com/
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Having garnered widespread
industry acclaim with the
introduction of CaaS, we, as a
leading technology provider,
have continued our journey
of innovation. Expanding our
portfolio, we now proudly
offer "Provisioning-as-a-
Service" and "xSIM-as-a-
Service" to cater to the
evolving needs of our clients.
This strategic expansion
signifies our commitment to
providing comprehensive
solutions that go beyond
mere connectivity, ensuring a
seamless experience across
various facets of technology
services.

In 2018, we pioneered the
concept of "CaaS, Connectivity-
as-a-Service," channelling
immense dedication into
simplifying the
conceptualization of
"connectivity" by consolidating
all cellular network capabilities.
Our clients are relieved of the
burden of acquiring network
connections and managing
cellular data packages, as
these seamlessly integrate into
an all-encompassing utility
service. Much like IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS revolutionized cloud
computing, we envision CaaS
as the next paradigm for the
IoT era.

Enabler of CaaS -
Connectivity as a

Service

Next-Level
Solutions: Beyond

Connectivity
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“100 most customer-centric companies” , enlisting 10
companies in each industry from 10 industries
including new retail, finance, healthcare, B2B,
software/internet, hospitality, insurance, telecom,
manufacturing, and agriculture. Redtea Mobile is
enlisted for “Disrupting the telecom space, Redtea
Mobile’s cloud technology allows devices to move
networks as they change locations, which can
alleviate many pain points for customers.”

Redtea Mobile follow with end-to-end offerings from
enablement to orchestration gaining significant
momentum in the eSIM ecosystem. Redtea Mobile have
climbed one rank this year are emerging as a global
player with their offerings for operators and consumers.
Redtea Mobile has a strong end- to-end portfolio from
firmware to its management platform to connectivity for
expansion beyond Asia markets.

Industry Accolades 

A Renowned Global Market Research Firm,
Counterpoint, Releases 2023 eSIM Research

Internationally Acclaimed Financial Magazine Forbes

Blake Morgan
Network CMO

Forbes Senior Contributor

Redtea Mobile, as the leading eSIM provider around
the world, offers diverse eSIM solutions and is one of
the companies with fastest growth in eSIM
ecosystem.

Renowned Global Tech Blog: TechCrunch

Dieter Gerdemann
Partner & Managing Director at Kearney

TechCrunch Contributor
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Industry Recognitions 

Redtea Mobile's journey has been marked by significant milestones,
closely aligned with our customer's success. We take pride in our
achievements, including our recognition as a China National High-
Tech Enterprise, Associate Member of GSMA, and being part of the
First Batch of China Unicom eSIM Alliance Members. Additionally,
we are members of the China Mobile IoT Alliance, CCSA, TAF, and
HUAWEI AIoT Associate.

Our accomplishments extend to co-hosting GSMA WAS#5, securing
the ISPN partnership with Infineon, and the honor of being listed
among the 100 Most Customer-Centric Companies by Forbes.

In a recent milestone, Deutsche Telekom recognized Redtea
Mobile's capabilities, partnering with Qualcomm and Quectel to
develop game-changing nuSIM technology for the IoT space. This
collaborative effort has resulted in an innovative solution tailored
for cost-efficient mobile IoT devices, addressing the evolving needs
of applications with extended lifespans, such as asset trackers and
smart sensors.
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